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*** 

CIA finances black operations with arms and drug business.

It  has always been like that. In Cambodia, the export of opium exploded when the US
military entered the country. The CIA was behind the opium export to finance local warlords
in Cambodia. When the US military left Cambodia, the drug industry subsided. The same
happened in Afghanistan. When the US military entered Afghanistan, opium exports boomed
to finance US supported warlords. The US did the same, secretly sold weapons to Iran, and
used drugs to fund murder squads in the dirty American war against Nicaragua. These
things have been overwhelmingly documented.

Drugs and arms in the black market are the standard way for the CIA to raise huge amounts
of money without asking Congress – with no oversight.

It  is therefore unsurprising, when Seymour Hersh reveals, that weapons to Ukraine are
secretly reexported by Ukraine. See this.

But we have to look beyond the phenomenon of secret Ukrainian exports of US supplied
weapons. This is not just, as Hersh implies, about a few Ukrainian colonels doing their own
corrupt business. It’s controlled from the very top, from CIA’s headquarters in Langley,
Virginia and the US national security council.

So, we have to approach the Ukrainian reexport of US arms from a different angle:

We must ask ourselves, what operations, what units, are being funded by the USA
through Ukraine’s reexport of US arms?

Learning from CIA’s history, we can make a very safe assumption. The Ukrainian reexport of
US weapons is used for two purposes: (1) Arm and hire Paramilitary Nazi groups inside
Ukraine, to control Ukrainians by terror. (2) Fund Ukrainian terror operations abroad, like the
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murder of Darya Dugina in Moscow and the recent terror bombing killing Vladlen Tatarsky
and injuring 42 people, incl. 6 in critical condition, in St. Petersburg.

The US is not just closing its eyes to this – it is behind it.
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